DIGITAL Roots: I’m here today to talk about a product development process I used
for 17 years at DIGITAL called the PRP. DEC is dead but the dev process these MIT
engineers developed lives on. I introduced it to AIPMM after DIGITAL’s demise who
has since updated it and made it a standard

Show of hands: how many digits are in the audience? Who remembers the DIGITAL
PRP? What did you think of it? One engineer I worked called it the PPP = Product
Prevention Process
Process – Best/Worst - Process at its best is invisible and an enabler. At worst it’s a
roadblock to innovation. Process is boring to most - It’s tolerated only when it
doesn’t get in the way. A standard process can allow focus to be on innovation and
not process reinvention
Useful tool - My goal today is to pique your interest in finding more about the PRP
and using it as a tool to manage products thru their entire lifecycle. Adopting the PRP
can improve outcomes, advance your career, and in the process promote the PdM
profession and its synergistic relationship with PjM
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Premise:

the premise being asserted here is that better professional
collaboration between all dev disciplines, including PjM and PdM ,
can lead to better products

1st pitch:

Presentation initially prepared for a PjM audience
First presented at PMI NH Chapter Meeting – Portsmouth on 9/18/18

Web sites:

Slides plus speaker notes posted on sites listed at end of presentation

Handouts:

Handouts are designed to focus your attention on understanding and
applying the PRP in all your product development activities
• Business card
• 5x7 PRP on front, Free PRP Intro offer + contact info on back
• 11 x 17 folded handout :
Inside PRP on inside,
Outside – PRP 5W,H , PdMF, PRP uses, Abbreviations
• 8.5 x 11 Framework comparison

Phones:

Please turn off/put down your phones.
If you start reaching for your phone, that means I’ve lost you…
So please refer to the handouts
Ask me a question about the handouts to keep us all on track…
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Collaboration:

Allows individuals and groups to achieve a common set of results

Question:

What does collaboration require?

Answer:

Common Goal
Common Language
Common Process

Missing:

Wheels on cart
Pulleys

=> Build a pyramid
=> Common words, terminology,
=> Common tasks, procedures

=> i.e. What steps, procedures, etc needed to accomplish goal
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Common Process:

Common/shared method to achieve desired goal….
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Metaphor:

Collaboration can be described by this 3-legged stool metaphor

Requires:

Common goals
Common language or terminology or lexicon to communicate goals

Common processes or tasks to achieve the common goals
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Metaphor:

Goals straightforward – Need to focus on other 2 legs – language, process

Language:

Collaboration requires clear communication, both oral and written
Using shared language, vocabulary => Lexicon

Simple
Example:
Context:

So, what exactly does PM mean in the product development context?
Many product dev disciplines have adopted this same
abbreviation, including
Project Management.
Product Management
Product Marketing
Program Management
Process Management

Ambiguous:

The product development process discussed in this presentation
involves all of these disciplines, therefore the use of PM is ambiguous.
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Clarity:

These clear, unambiguous abbreviations are used in this presentation
PjM = Project Management
PdM = Product Management
PgM = Program Management
PpM = Portfolio Management
PmM = Product Marketing

Result:

Improved product outcomes thru better cooperation/collaboration

How:

Greater understanding of the roles, activities, deliverables, milestones each
is responsible and how they relate to each other.

Terms:

This clarity of terminology applies to all prod dev words – not just titles
Classic ex: specification vs requirement
Common lexicon, activities, deliverables, milestones, etc

Standards:

Argues for universal standards as well
Will discuss later
But for now, let’s just stick to PdM vs PjM…
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Metaphor

Popular Silicon Valley metaphor
The phrase is a Silicon Valley favorite
Scott McNealy CEO of Sun Microsystems used in 2007
Larry Page of Google used it in 2011

Meaning:

Focus resources on fewer efforts to maximize results

Useful

Can be applied to processes as well as resources as I learned at DIGITAL

Common
Process

Common, industry standard process
Frees up resource to focus on innovation
Less time spent reinventing proprietary processes
Increased availability of process skilled resources

Tool

My goal is to provide everyone with a useful, universal process tool
Can be used to plan, analyze,manage ANY new or updated prod dev projects.
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Current
State:

Confusion

Search:

Google “Product Development Process” produces 1000’s of images,
process, charts, graphs

Unique:

Most all define unique terminology and processes – All say “use mine”

Proprietary:

Many companies adopt unique, proprietary processes that require a learning
curve to embrace.

Problems:

Too much re-inventing the wheel takes away from product innovation

Reinvention:

Moving to a new company is like moving to a foreign country – you have to
learn a new language – must learn new process every time change job
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Great image of current state of Common Process….
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Second Leg

Switching to Language for a moment

Framework

The term framework is also used to help organize prod dev concepts
Unfortunately, framework often confused with process

Search:

Google “Product Management Framework” again results 1000’s of images,

process, charts, graphs
Confusion:

Many same images appear in both a Process & Framework search
So not only is there too many competing processes…
..there is no acceptance of common defs/terms for FW & process.

Stage setting: I trust I have sufficiently set the stage for justifying a standard
prod dev process. So here it is on the next slide…
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Solution:
Bus card
Handout
COI
PdMF

This is the AIPMM PRP. It must be your one take-away from this presentation.
It’s busy. But it’s all there – its finite – It fits on the back of my business card.
It’s also on the 11x17 handout that you can actually read
It defines the PdM Circle of Influence (COI)
It’s based on the PdMF I will explain later

Cross-Functional - It defines the x-func roles, responsibilities, actions and deliverables needed to create bring
products to fruition. It is a Prod dev process that can help PdM and PjM work together to build better products
Universal - Primary PRP goal is to define a simple process using universal terminology for use to create ANY
product or service in ANY market using ANY technology.
Enable Innovation - It is designed to focus prod dev on innovation, not proprietary process reinvention
Tool - My end goal – the universal prod dev analysis, planning, mgmt tool. But too busy to start with. In your
handouts. Find it to keep your eye on the prize. Will be used to complete the exercise later in this presentation.
Customizable – Flexible, adaptable to meet specific company needs (very powerful)
Process is Boring - It is rarely an exciting topic. Few people like being told what to do. But bear with for a
moment - The benefits are real & positive
PRP Groundwork – let’s lay the groundwork for understanding & using this powerful product planning, analysis &
mgmt tool.
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Metaphor:

Back to 3-legged metaphor – common language and also
common process

Confusion - Given confused process & framework Google results, these terms

are often used interchangeably and thus can cause confusion.
Clarification - To understand what a process is & is not, let’s first distinguish
the difference between a framework and a process.
Frameworks - are static – they have (or should have) no sense of time.
They just are. They should be described using nouns.
And they describe relationships between concepts/knowledge
Processes - are dynamic – they occur over time and should be described
by action verbs. The should define how knowledge is acted
upon over time to produce an end result.
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Metaphor:

Here is a good metaphor/example of a framework
Scaffolding includes manpower & raw materials
Enables construction of wide variety of projects

What:

It provides the means (organizing structure) by which the
building could be designed and built

Not How:

Doesn’t define all the tasks required to build a temple or building
i.e. HOW they all go together.

Static:

This FW provides a mechanism for organizing knowledge
but not specific actions & deliverables required to build a building
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Example:

This is an example of a process

How/When: It includes what actions should occur in what order over time
and what results are produced.

Dynamic:

It goes beyond a framework that defines WHAT to include
How, When, etc.
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Let’s talk about the PjM FW in more detail
PjM Framework - Does everyone remember this? This is the framework PMI
used to organize PjM tasks and deliverables.

It maps KA to process groups to identify all the major activities
required to plan and manage projects over the lifecycle of a project

Generic KA-Time - This KA-Time FW, first introduced during PMP training
PjM Specific: Note that KA and PG are PjM specific – Budget, schedule, Risk, …
And processes are organized by time from initiating to closing
and span an entire Project lifecycle.
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KA-Time Framework - The mapping of process groups to knowledge areas on the
previous slide in PjM is an example of a KA-T framework
Organizes the activities, deliverables and milestones required for a project.
X-Y Matrix – can be depicted as a matrix
• Knowledge Areas on Y axis,
• Processes over Time on X axis
X-Y Intersection
• Inputs, Tools & Techniques and Outputs required to complete processes
that occurs at a specific point in time
• Inputs are parameters and assumptions relevant to the project
• Processes are tasks performed, tools used, techniques followed on those
inputs
• Outputs are deliverables
This KA-Time framework turns out to be a useful framework for PdM as well, only
using a different time line (X-axis) and knowledge set (Y-axis) unique to PdM
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PjM X-Y Parameters - What exactly is the KA-Time framework for PjM?
10 KA and 5 PG forming an X-Y matrix. KA unique to PjM
PG span the project lifecycle from beginning to end
Reasonable FW - This has proven to be a reasonable framework to use
to organize project planning.
PjMgrs COI - Defines the circle of influence to quote a Covey term for PjMgrs
Everything relevant inside circle (framework)
Can safely ignore everything outside (not in framework).
Click: Well – turns out this X-Y KA-Time framework can also be applied to the entire product
development process as well.
Unique Parameters - Here are the KA & Time parameters unique to PdM in comparison w/ PjM
Y-Axis unique PdM KA: Bus, Cust, Prod, Market – simple nouns
X-Axis Time Entire PLC: conception to retirement – simple verbs
Note the difference in the Time and Knowledge parameters for PjM & PdM
KA-Time model applies to both frameworks but for different parameters
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PdMF Mapping - So let’s create a mapping FW for PdM similar to PjM called PdMF
It conceptually identifies all the knowledge, activities, deliverables,
milestones, etc. involved in bringing products to fruition.
Nouns, Verbs Keeps life simple, universal for managing products.
Same FW

PjM & PdM FW share the same KA-Time FW.

Parameters

The KA & timeframe of interest are different. But KA-T FW allows
both disciplines to share the same logical, consistent org. of inputs,
action & outputs over time for planning & managing purposes.

Click 1
Click 2

Note Product and Project/Program differentiation
4 KA are unique to PdM: Business, Customer, Product, Market
1 KA is shared by PjM and PdM.

Bottom Line: The PdMF is to PdM what KA-PG is to PjM
This is the final FW slide. This is a useful guide for how PdMgrs
can organize their work. It is analogous to the KA-PG mapping
that guides PjMgrs. The stage is now set to look at Process
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Recap:

This is a recap on the framework discussion – also in handouts
It sets the stage - a picture is worth a 1000 words….
Defines relationship between PdM, PjM, Agile & other sw dev processes.
Both functions are required to produce successful products
Both share the same framework architecture of KA vs Time
However, both have unique and totally different KA and Time parameters
If you only have one take-a-way from this presentation – this is it.
The rest of this presentation will now focus on process and how the
PRP can be used as a universal process planning, analysis and management

PdMF:

Uses KA-Time FW, PdM unique X-Y parameters

PdMF KA:

4 unique to PdM, 1 overlap with PjM (Org)

PjM FW:

Uses KA-Time FW. PjM unique X-Y parameters
Many projects can make up one product
Subset of PdMF

Agile FW

Subset of PdMF

Superset FW PdMF can be thought of as a superset of PMI and all dev processes
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Recap: This is a recap of the FW and Process discussions as they apply to PdM
PdMF: A static PdM FW containing standard lexicon for developing products
Applicable across all industries, companies, technologies, processes
Not laden with unique technical jargon unique
Uses terms/definitions - nouns for KA & phases, verbs for actions
PRP: Dynamic PdM process
Build on PdMF
Standard, universal, customizable, analysis, planning, management tool
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Less scary?

Hopefully you understand a bit more about its makeup and its not so intimidating
“All you need to know” to manage a product
And it fits on the back of my business card! 
FW & methodology to organize all that detail

Innovation

Allows focus on important stuff like Innovation

COI

PdMgrs circle of Influence/ responsibilities

WHAT/WHEN

WHAT Activities/Deliverables should be produced WHEN

PdMF

Base - static structure-how to organize activities, deliverables, milestones by phases

Checklist

A roadmap/checklist guide for managing a product

Focus

Inputs, processes, outputs applied to knowledge over Time org by phases

Rocket
Science

Not rocket science - just process.
Codifying experiences of others for the benefit of all…
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1. Std

Industry standard product development process

2. Tool

PdMgr product analysis, planning & management tool

3. Collab

Enables PdM, PjM collaboration for better products

4. Failure

Improve outcomes, reduce 30-95% failure rates

5. KA-T

Framework based on KA-Time and PdMF

6. PLC

Total product lifecycle (cradle to grave)

7. Lexicon

Universal, simple, commonly understood lexicon

8. Agnostic

Industry, technology, company, dev process agnostic

9. Custom

Customizable to meet specific needs

10. Innovation Enables focus on innovation
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Owner:

PdMgr. Here are key guidelines for using the PRP

Checklist:

Use as a checklist

ProdBOK:

Use as pointer to AIPMM ProdBOK Best Practices to leverage
experiences of others

Grain of Salt: Use only what works - Apply “grain of salt” philosophy
Customize:

Customize for unique organization needs – most powerful feature
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In addition to the PdMgr, the PRP is a useful tool for many other prod dev related functions:

VP/Dir PdM

Evaluate/improve outcomes, P/L, PdM processes

Startups/CEOs Define Product Dev tasks/owners
Hiring Mgrs

Evaluate PdM candidates

Recruiters

Improve job descriptions & quality of candidates

Academics

Define std tasks req’d to plan/manage products

PdM profession Grow pool of qualified PdMgrs
Process Mgrs

Customize process guides

Dev team mbrs Support product development efforts
PjMgrs

Coordinate w/ x-functional project product teams

PdMgrs

Plan and manage products
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I want to show you this image to solidify the importance and value of the PRP …
It was Scott McNealy’s way of focusing efforts behind fewer efforts to achieve better
results.

It can work for the PRP in addition to projects and products.

Ps…
Can you see 2 arrows?
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Universal standard

Common, industry standard process
Frees up resource to focus on innovation
Less time spent reinventing proprietary processes
Increased availability of process skilled resources

Metaphor

“ All wood behind one arrowhead”
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https://pmi-nh.org/events/previous-meetings/2018
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Docent =
A lecturer in some colleges or universities, especially one who is not a regular
member of a faculty.
PdM Evangelist (profit) / Docent (non-profit)
Https://www.thefreedictionary.com/docent
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